A mitochondrial long noncoding RNA in atlantic cod harbors complex heteroplasmic tandem repeat motifs.
A heteroplasmic tandem repeat (HTR) array occupies 100 to 300 bp of the mitochondrial DNA control region in the Atlantic cod, and recently we noted that the repeat appeared integrated in a polyadenylated mitochondrial long noncoding RNA. Here we provide a more detailed analysis of the mitochondrial HTR in the mitochondrial genome of 134 Atlantic cod specimens. We report all specimens to harbor mitochondrial HTRs in the control region, and identified 26 distinct variants among the 402 repeat motifs assessed. Whereas most specimens contained HTR profiles of 2-5 copies consisting of the same 40-bp motif, 22 specimens showed compound HTR arrays of at least two types of motifs present in the same mitochondrial DNA molecule. We found HTR profiles to be highly conserved between different tissue types of a single individual, and strictly maternally inherited in a mating experiment between parental Atlantic cod expressing different HTR profiles and array motifs. We conclude that mitochondrial heteroplasmy in the control region is very common in Atlantic cod, and results in length heterogenity of the long noncoding RNA lncCR-H.